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UNIT 3 TYPES OF RURAL EXTENSION, Contents Introduction Objectives Agricultural Extension



Animal Husbandry Extension Social Foreslr). Extension Rural Industries E~Tetision Rulral Health Extension Rural Education Extension Let u s Sulll u p Key Words Suggested Readings



Tlie concept of Rural Extension is an emerging concept. Whenever we talk about extensio~~ in general, invariably we refer to Agricultural Extension. No doubt, Agricultural Extension is an i~iiportantconcept. but in the cont& of Rural Development, tliere are other important exte~isioiiintenle~itioiisalso i~ivolvedto e~iliancequality of life in rural areas. Unforl~~nately. not much attenti011has been paid in an integrated fashion, to various forms of rural extension who have culnulative impact on rural development i.e. Ani~iialHusbandry, Social Forestry Rural Hdaltli, Education and Iudustries. Togetlier. they contribute towards and co~istituteRural Extension. This Unit is a 111odestattenipl towards building concept of Rurai Extension so much needed for effective implealentation of rural developnient programmes and schemes. Tliis UliSt co~iiprises6 sub-units. The first sub-unit on Agricultural Extension. presents the ~neaninq,scope and tlie principles involvcd in the nialiagenlent of agricultn~alextension. Agriculture encompasses, besides crop rearing ani~nalhusbandry, social forestry. etc. The second sub-unit explains tlie ,ininial husbandry and the pri~iciplesi~ivolvedin the extension of tliis discipline. Tlie tliird sub-unit presents tile extension principles as applied to the spread of social forestry. The significance of extension approach in the spread of rural industries and the devetop~iienlof rural handicrafts. more as a self-employment measures, is discussed in the fourth spb-unit. Hcaltli Care liianagelllcnt in rural areas has several complex Issues to be tackted. Poverty and ill-health generally go together and influence eacli other. Family welfare is an iniportant facet of Healtli Care Management. Tlie sub-unit of liealtli extension discusses tlie principles of exte~isionand tlieir scope in the health care delivery. The sixth sub-unit on education exte~~sion introduces you to the tipplication of tlie extension principles to tlie spread of folnial and i~dornmleducalion in rural areas.



3.1 OBJECTIVES I



>



After going tlirougli tliis unit. you should be able to : understand tlie various fornis of Rural Extensio~i appreciate tlie applictition of the exlelisio~imethods in differclit contexts of rural developnie~it donsidcr llie ~iicritsalld sl~orlco~ili~igs of cxlcnsion ~i~elliods iu dilfcrcnt lspes oi r ~ ~ r : ~ l e\Tensio~~.



of Rural Extension



3.2 AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION Agricultural Extension became a dynamic concept with the introduction of Community Development Programme in 1952 and National Extension Service in 1953. It involved the education of the fzrmers in the field of agricultural production, in scientific ideas in agriculture and supply of inputs to farmers for increasing agricultural production. /



According to National Commission of Agriculture (1976), Agricultural Extension aims at impioving the efficiency of the human capital in an effort to rapidly increase therate of agricultural production. The agricultural extension programmes seeks to impart the necessary skills to the farmers for understanding improved agricultural operations, to make available to them timely information about improved practices, in an easily understandable form, suited to their level of literacy and awareness and to create in them a favourable attitude for innovation, change, adoption and development, Agricultural extension is a process which helps farmers to analyse their present and expected h r e situation, to become aware of problems that arise in such an analysis and helps farmers acquire specific knowledge related to certain problem solution as per their understanding and satisfaction. It also helps farmers to improve their own farming and decision making skills.



3.2.1 Appropriate Technology and its Transfer in Agriculture The major finction of agricultural extension is to select appropriate technology and transfer it to its users. Generally, the research system provides the technology and extension system transfers it to the client system (farmers). Transfer of technology not only means transferring knohledge and skills but also fruitful application of this knowledge which includes technological development,application, marketing and management of this technology. Appropriate technology can be defined as an approach in technical innovation and adaptation takes into account socio-cultural factors in which it has to flourish. It implies that the technology to be developed and its adoption has to be viewed within the framework of the local environment.



-



3.2.2 Human Resources in Agricultural Extension-Training of Extension Personnel and Farmers The main actors in agricultural extension work are basically two namely, extension personnel and farmers. The human resources development implies training of extension personnel to update their knowledge, understanding and competency in extension work. It also implies preparing farmers to adopt and practice agricultural innovation in their own situation.



Training of Extension Personnel :At present, there are about 1,20,000 agricultural extension personnel working in various categories like Village Extension Workers (VEW), Agricultural Development Officers (ADO), Subject Matter Specialists (SMS), Joint Directors and so on under various broad disciplines of Agriculture, Horticulture, Animal Husbandry and Soil Conservation. Further, the number of extension personnel is expected to increase every year. Out of these huge number of extension personnel, presently around 80,000 are VEW's working at grass roots level in varous states across the country. All these personnel are to be trained to cope up with the changing scenario of agriculture and demands from the client group in the villages. For this prupose, there are a number of training institutes at national and state levels. There are four Extension ~ducatibnInstitutes (EEI) located in four different regions of the country viz., Nilokheri (Haryana), Anand (Gujarat), Rajendranagar in Hyderbad (Andhra pradesh) and Jorhat (Assam). There are also eight Trainers Training Centres (TTC's) on various subject matter specializations located in different states for the purpose of training of the extension personnel.



\



Extension: Concept, Philosophy and Approaches



Training for Farmers : For motivating farmers specially, small farmers to adopt new technology, practical training is essetial. In fact practical training is one of the important components for any rural development scheme. Training of farmers through organised courses can be considered to be an intensive traiqing activity which is carefully planned and properly implemented with a view to educate the farmers systematically and thoroughly about a predetenhined subject matter. As such, a farmer's course in contrast to either individual contact or mass method of teaching is a formal group method of teaching so as to impart knowledge, teach new skills and bring about desirable changes in the behaviour of the farmers. For the prupose of farmers training, at present there are 188 Farmers Training Centres (FTC) available in 25 States and 2 Union Territories (Pondicheny and Andaman and Nicobar Islands). There are also 261 Krishi Vigyan Kendras (KVK's) of ICAR located in various states of India, which a160 provide training to farmers. In addition 53 Zonal Agricultural Research stations are re-mandated to take functions of KVK's. 66 new KVK's are also being established.



3.2.3 Women Participation in Agricultural Extension Studies with a gender perspective highlight that wom'en in India are major producers of food in tlerms of value, volume and hours worked. Studies conducted in Uttar Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, and Kerala show that more than 60 per cent of agricultural operations are perfromed by women farmers. It was found that farm operations such as composit making, sowing, weeding, application of fertilizers, harvesting, winnowing, storage of grain, involved active participation of women. Thus, except for ploughing, cart driving, arranging inputs and marketing farm produce, women were actively involved in all other forms of farm activity. wdmen extension workers or grarnsevikas were employed with an aim to establishing direct contact with village women. The function of the women workers is to serve as a catalyst and to provide women specific technologies to the users in a manner that it is accepted and acted . upon.



3.2.4



Management of Agricultural Extension Programmes



Agricultural and rural development programmes are mostly implemented by organisations which may include government departments, educational institutions, voluntary agencies or elected bodies like panchayats etc. These are non-profit organisations whose main object~ves of doing extension work is to improve the socio-economic life of rural people. Irrespective of the nature of the organisations, there are some basic principles and methods which guide their efictivk functioning, which in modem terminology may be termed as management. Management is the main factor which helps in successful attainment of extension programme objective. There is an urgent need for effective management of various extension programmes presently in vogue in our country as effective management is critical to agricultural productivity and production. Management of agricultural extension is required because work of thousands of agriculhral functionaries at various levels need to be understood, streamlined and coordinated towards a common goal. Coordination and provision of timely and specific inputs and services to the farming comm'unity spread over six lakh villages through the functionaries belonging to a large number of organisations poses the biggest management problems. For these reasons, management of extension is of utmost importance. .#



To meet this need and challenge, Government of India-established an institute called, National Institute of Agricultural Extension Management (MANAGE) in Hyderabad in 1986. The institute is mandated to address all the problems of management of agricultural extension in India. Checlq Your Progress 1 Answer following questions in given Space.



1)



What do you understand by Agricultural Extension?



-



Types of Rural Extensior~



2)



What type of training facilities are available for training of Extension Personnel?



............................... ............................................................................................................................



3.3 ANIMAL HUSBANDRY EXTENSION 3.3.1



Scope



Animal Husbandry forms an integral part of Rural Development. Improvement of farm production through Livestock sector is a major coysideration to improve the economic condition of rural people. 1



Marginal farmers, landless agricultural labourers and traditional artisans who form the most poverty group in rural areas maintains few livestock such's cattle, goat, sheep, poultry Wrd, etc. to supplement their income. Besides, Animal Husbandry act.as a subsidiary to agriculture and support to improve the agricultural productivity. Both crop and livestock production have symbiotic relationship to help each other to improve rural economy. ,



'



Apparently, the Animal Husbandry Extension ,means the informal continuous educational approach followed to improve the livestock management knowledge, skill and change of attitudes of the livestock management owners towards scientific practices in order to improve both productivity and employment generation in rural areas.



5 Livestock extension has wider'scope over crop production since it covers both landless as well as land-owning households in rural areas. There are two different categories of Target ' Groups addressed by the Livestock extension agency. They are : a)



The rich farmer house-holds having a large unit of land and high productive animal holding;



b)



Marginal, small farmer house-holds and labourers having small or no land with less productive and limited livestock holding.



Therefore the extension approach, to cater both the categories of target groups, has to be different. While resource rich farmer could adopt sophisticated high input technology for higher productivity of the animal, the small and marginal farmer cannot afford;to avail sophisticated and costly technology. Therefor, there is a difference in terms of socio-economic profile and level of exposure to information source. The well off farmers normally have easy accessibility to print media and research institutions. Small livestock house-holds are usually less literate and depend on word-of-mouth and other personal information sources.



Extension: Concept, Philusopl~y and Approaches .



3.3.2 Adimal Husbandry Extension: Approaches and Methods



Me&& By now, you must have already acquainted yourself with different methods of extensio~n apprdach, viz.. individual, group and mass-contact-approach. These nletllods serve definite purpose and are useful in different phases in adoption pmcesses. Selection of extension methbds is also determined by the background knowledge and the accessibility of the target groups to different sources of information. Some of the mass contact apl~roachesused for a n i ~ n dhusbandrqr extension are: a)



~adio



b)



Television



c)



Mobile film-show



I 4



Newspaper



Circular l&er Cattle show Livestock eshibition Posters Farmers fairleshibition, etc. \ Wall posters Folk nus sic and culture programmes Livestock fare



Tlie masscontact methods are normally used to create awareness among the livestock owners on the following : I)



Qut break ofephemics to livestock viz., H.S. and Anthrax, Swine-fever, R.D.. etc.



ii)



New policy and prognlnmes concerning livestock launched through governmental agencies.



iii)



Improved technology offered by different agencies to improve livestock productivity



+roqp



Contact methods for animal husbandry extension are: a)



General village ~neetifigg-



b)



Domonstration: result and method



c)



Off-campus training programmes



d)



Orgallised tours



e)



Calfrally



f)



Fertility treatment camps. etc.



g)



Milk yield co~npetitiolls



h)



F m e r s quistion-answer sessions



.,



'



4



*



Group contact methods are most frequently used in livestock developnlent. It has a co~nparative advantage qver individual mnetllods. Since the existing livestock extension agency is very small, the rihtio of Livestock exTension worker to number of beneficiaries is far more compared to crop estdmsion. Therefore the extension agency need to depend more on group contact methods, vif. a)



Conduct of de-worming camps



b)



General treatment and fertility camps '



,



Qpes of Rural Extension



c)



Village cattle rally



d)



Milk competition camps



e)



Farmers' discussion groups . Fodder enrichment demonstration camps, etc.



9



Individual approaches are a) b) c) d)



Home visit of farmers by the extension agency personnel ,



Office calls ~ e t t e rcorrespondence ' Individual dis~ussions,etc.



As a Livestock Extension Agent, one should adapt individual contact for effective results. However, one should be judicious and careful while contacting the individual farmer. Individual contact method should be followed only where the farmer need personal guidance from the extension agent. Some necessary preparation is needed before approaching the individual beneficiary. The extension agent a\ this point should address individual requirements of the farmer rather than making a general sweeping statement. The extension agent has to be more adaptive in his approach in solving the problems of the individual livestock' owner. The extension agent should also help the livestock owner to know about availability, cost and quality of different in-puts. No single extension method could be said to be more effective than other. Different methods have their own relative advantages and limitations. A judicious combination of extension methods serve the best purpose. Finally, as Livestock Agent, one needs to keep the f~llowingpoints in view : ,



b) '



I! I



-'



Different extension approaches should be adopted addressing different category of livestock beneficiaries.



c)



Choice of extension methods depend on socio-economic condition of livestock owner.



d)



Extension agent should organise the farmer's group on different economic-activity like marketing of produce, etc, besides delivery of technical message.



e)



Extension methods should always be used in judicious combination for better results.



Check your Progress 2 Answer following questions in given space.



i



1)



! i t



.



Livestock extension has a broad scope since it covers both rich and poor farmer households.



a)



Define Animal Husbandry Extension.



.......................................................................................................................................................... -,



2)



/



r.



Discuss d~fferentforms of group contact method and their use.



ICxtension: Concept. P l ~ i l o s o p h yand Approaches



3.4



SOCIAL FORESTRY EXTENSION



Observing 'tree plantation' ceremony in the form of 'Vanamahostva' has been an age old tradition in this country. During the monsoon such planting ceremony take place on various categories of common lands like the roadside, school and collage or university premises, factory and ofice premises etc. These activities are a part of social forestry. The intervention in the form of social forestry started in the country since the beginning of the Sixth Five Year plan. The nodal agency for implementing the programme has been the forest departments in various states. The forest department, which has been following conservation oriented strategy through their trained forestry personnel, found it initially difficult to carry out the task of implementing the programme like social forestry which required experience of working with the people. The forestry personnel were accustomed to perform law and order hnctions rather than extension. They were not trained in the use of communication and motivhtion techniques to convince the people to adopt tree planting as a viable land use option under their custody. Hence, they required orientation on social forestry extension. The concept of social forestry, therefore, assumes special significance in Rural Extension.



3.4.1 Meaning, Concept and Scope Qne may wonder, why the name social forestry? Does it mean, that the conservation oriented afforestation activity is anti-social? It is not so. The name social forestry implies an afforestation activiy on people's land, rather than in the forest estates which are commonly outside the purview of people. Instead of taking up.afforestation activities on lands under the control of the forest department, social forestry is taken up in lands under the custody of people, their community or the government departments in the vicinity of their habitations. In order to motivate people not only to take up plantation activities in these categories of lands, but also to protect and manage them for utilising the benefits for themselves, knowledge of social forestry extension is vital. Social forestry extension deals with the techniques of analysing the land use potential under the custody of people and assessment of their need for various forest based commodities. It also implies suggesting various kinds of tree cultivation options in different categories of available land, motivating people to take up plantation activities, and finally creating an institutional structure to take care of their protection, management and distribution of benefits to the satisfaction of needs of all the categories of people in the rural areas. Thus the social forestry extention encompasses all aspects of the life of the village people, with particular reference to tree cultivation and their implication on various facets of the rural social structure. By adopting the techniques of extension, the forestry personnel thus will be able to project themselves as friend, philospher and guide of the rural people. The scope of social forestry extension thus encompasses not only the land use dimensions, but also social structure, institutional framework, leadership and group dynamics.



3.4.2 Patterns of Social Forestry Extensions Implementation of the social forestry programme is planned through different types of plantation activties which are categorised as under:



48



a)



Farm o r agro forestry, involving plantation of trees on lands and boundaries of the agricultural fields in conjunction with or isolation of agricultural crops;



b)



Community forestry, utilising villageipanchayat waste land, tank foreshore lands or common lands for raising mixed forest plantations or fuelwood plantations depending on the immediate needs of the people like fuelwood, timber, fodder and grass or fruit trees etc. Besides such plantation, raising of shelter belts in dry and arid reglons may also be taken up in government or community lands;



c)



Strip plantations are taken up by planting quick -growing trees on roaa sides, canal banks, both 'sides of railway tracks etc; and



d)



Rehabilitation of degraded forests through joint management of forest department and p$ople's institutiions of reforestation activities with primary objective of meeting forest requirements and alsgproviding some economic incentives in the form of sharing of the harvested sale proceeds.



4



of Rural Extension



In order to undertake all these varied kinds of social forestry activities, social fore?fry extention techniques also have to be divergent in their patterns and approach. Such extension approach can be broadly classified into following four categories: i)



Individual based extension



In order to motivate people to take up social forestry activities in their respective lands, they need to be approached at individual level through farm and home visit, group discussions, demonstration (both method and result) etc. The main concern of such extension contacts should be to put across the benefits of social forestry in terms of fulfilment of the immediate requirements of the individual. ii)



Group based extention



In order to popularise community forestry or strip plantation or even rehabilitation of degraded forests through joint forest management, group based extension strategy is required to be adopted. This is due to the fact that afforestation activities on community basis requires a strong community management structure, usually led by able leadership to the satisfaction of people from various economic and social groups. In view of this, forestry personnel need to acquire needed knowledge and skill related to group mobilisation, group dynamics, leadership, institution building and management techniques of various common property resources existing in the rural society.. iii)



Mass media utilisation



The main motivating force for leading the people to take up plantations in their immediate environment is the extent of their environmental consciousness and a sense of vested interest in tree growing. Hence, the mass media utilisation attains special significance to create initial awareness in the minds of a large number of people-children, youth, men and women. Quite a few such media have been in use for this puropose. Posters, hoardings, stickers, songs on forests and their utility, films and television etc. are being widely used and have been able to create the needed awareness among the target audience. Such initial awareness can be conveqted into an intense form of involvement into plantation raising activities through judicious use of group and individual based extension and communication methods. iv)



Extension for need based planning



Besides individual, group or mass based extension, the forestry personnel need to follow a strong planning approach for formulating need based afforestation activites, alongwith several kinds of inter-related developmental interventions. Micro-planning techinques supported by strong background of participatory rural appraisal and other information gathering tools need to be adopted in planning not only for plantation activities but also various other supporting activities. The background of social forestry extension for undertaking such planning exercises is also an important component.



3.4.3 Constraints and Scope for Coordination The decade long experiences of social forestry extension gained through various approaches brought out certain crucial constraints related to various aspects of policy and its implementation, organisation and application technology. These are absence of well-equipped extension network within the forest department inadequate technological packages for varied socio-economic and agro-ecological situations; poor response from local institutions; inadequate training to extension personnel on extension service; lack of motivation of the local community towards needs and utilities of raising tree crops; and .. inadequate scope for involvement of local communtiy in decision making.



_



For i& success; social forestry efforts need to be intergrated with other landbased departments endeavour of dissemination of appropriate package of land use practices for maximisation of' productivity. However. agriculture is tlie only department which has organised extension netwdrk. Attempts have been made in some states to incorporate tlie foreshy land use practices in the technology packages disseminated by them. Likewise, animal husbandry department should closely associate itself with forest department.



Of late, various agencies iiiiplemeiiting rural development programmes are asked by the: government to focus their specific attention on raising of plantations or other related activities But in the absence of standardization and control of nodal agency, divergent nlethodologies and horns lead towards confusion and duplication. This needs to be avoided. Perhaps integrated concept of Rural Extension provides the answer. Check Your Progress 3



Answers following que'stions in given space. What do you mean by social forestry and name various extension Approaches used in social forestry.



1)



,



2)



3.5



........................................................................................................................................................... What are main constraints itl effective implementation.of social forestry Programmes'?



RURAb-INDUSTRkES EXTENSION



Rural development requires an optimal utilisation a f human and physical resources within the rural area. ~aturally,it has to aim at a planned diversification of the rural economy and necessitates shifts from primary to secondary and tertiary akvities. Otherwise resources and skills would tend to migrate to areas where/hctor returns are high. l%us in utilising the local skills and resources and to arrest the flight of capital and labour from the rural areas, necessary supflort system has to be developed. The rural industry or the small scale sector helps to utilise the local physical and capitiil resources at a relatively low cost. It generates demand for local labour and by increasing rurial income llelp~in reducing rural-urban income gap. It also helps in industrial diversification and induces side effects of promoting rural infrastructure and the growth of service sector. The establishment of agro-industrial linkages and a dynamic rural urban interaction through trade flom is only possible through rural industrialization. This pattern of growth require extension systems that would generate local entrepreneurial base. In this section, we shall deal with the contept of extension and its role in rural industrial development.



3.5+1 Scope of Various Types of Extension ~ 6 e important e systems can be identified in the process of industrial development. These three systems are (a) knowledge or technology system (b) clientele or user system and (c) extansion system. No one system can play a inutually exclusive role. They are complementary



and supplementary to each other. A coordinated approach in all the systems is essential for accelerating the process of industrial development. A project idea concieved should be backed up with technology, before it is giyen to a user. The user system 6 almost heterogenous, in term of experience, knowledge etc., and the users are the decision makers on whom depends the progress. There are innovators in the users system. All the users may not get information or technology directly from the source of origin. Hence the necessity for a intermediate system which can effectively cany the knowledge/technology system to the user system and this is called the extension system. I



The role it has to play is now well estalished in the process of industrial development. The personnel who man this system are called extension agents, some times also referred to as "change agents".



3.5.2 Approach and Methods The extension agent has to play many roles. The primary concern of an extension agent is to promote industries in a given area. The learning experiences that he creates for his clientele to change their howledge and skills are called extension methods. These are "devices used to create situations in which communication takes place between the learners (existing and new enterpreneurs) and the instructors (industrial extension agents)". These methods have developed a variety of ways to influence persons in different situations. Several stages can thus be identified as shown below: MehtodJActivity



Stages getting attention arousing interest



meetings, slogans, radio talks ,



committee meetings, study tour, demonstration



developing conviction



individual contact, publicity results etc.,



creating desire



study tour, implant visits, publicity through samples, posters etc.



aiding adoption sustain satisfaction



pave way for adoption, personal interests providing more information on the same practice



What is required therefore is a full understanding of the clientele and his change process on one hand and the extengion methods and tJkir purpose on the other. /



3.5.3



Selection of Methods



The proper selection of a method depends on various factors (a) the clientele: status, age, education, sex, e~onomicb a ~ k ~ r o ~ on t ~dSome , nrs innovatorn, nomo fir. quiek ndaptvrn and



sqme are non-starters. (b) Technology: the technology to be taught may be simple or complex. Hence learning experiences may be provided through mass media which include news item, feature stories, direct mails, exhibits, fairs, television, books etc. (c) Training: It has to meet all the information requirments - the methods may include: lectures and narration by experts, extension staff, success stories relating to trade, discussions and exchange of experiences, use of demonstration equipments, visit to model units etc. This depending on the task on hand, the extension agent has to select one or combination of methods. Government role in promoting extension systems: There are various organisation involved in industrial extension. These include small industry development institutions, extension training institutions, training-cum-production centres and various other institutions attached to khadi and village industries commission, state khadi and village industries boards etc. Various financial and banking institutions have their own training and extension staff to cater to entrepreneurial and area requirements. District Industries Centre is one such nodal organisation at the district level, a glimpse of its activities would be enough to understand the extension efforts. Generally extension officers covering various sub-regions of a district will be working at the grossroots level, to help in the identification of potential entrepreneurs, and help in preparation of feasibility study, guidance in marketing, technolo$g.


Types of Rural Extension



Extension: Concept, Philosophy a ~ ~ d Approaches



District Industries Centre (DIC): Its estensio~iwork caters to all requirements in training. teclinglogy, infrastructure and all other support services. It includes: Entrepreneurship Development P ~ ~ o g r i ~ m (EDP) n ~ e - After tlie intial teclinoeconomic survey of tlie region and preparation of d~strictaction plan, indust@ campaigns are taken up. Prospective entrepreneurs are told about tlic industrial opportunities and tlie involver~ie~~t of other tecll~iicaland fi~ianc~al i~istitutio~is in thcs'e canipargns is ensured for @ding and co~i~lselling tlie entreprcncurs 011 tlie spot. Prqject reports are prepared staff. and kept rcady for use by these cstc~~sioli



(a)



-



(b)



Artisan Training Training artisans in new ~netliodsof productio~iarid use of new tools and equiptnents is one major task of Districl Industries Centre by production cum training centres: These institutions provide ;in opportunity for 1i;inds 011 training ;lnd builds co~lfidencein the trai nec.



(c)



Orpanise other services Such senices include allotti~iglalid or shed In ~~ldustr~al prea or industrial estate. recommendiug for loa~isor raw matcnal aud assist~ngin tlie~r procurement. operati~igassistance progranlmes of the govcrnmcnt likc subsid!. ctc Thus DIC acts as a ~najorextension ilgellt of thc governrilelit in pro~llotingn ~ r a alld l s~iullindustries.



-



Tlie following responsibilities wliicli are assigned lo DIC. w~llgivc you ;in cxa~iil~lc of l ~ o usk~ll fomiation is planned and in~ple~ne~ited at the regional level. sub-regional Industrial can1paigns



Industrial Exhibition and Trade F a ~ r s



Contact programes (in growth centres and key villages)



Tecllnical and Managerial Training



Workshop on Marketing, Financing etc.



Mobile



,Enterpreneurial Developrnent Progranunes



Infor~natio~i Course for Students (Higli School and College)



Teclinology Transfer Clinic



District Industrial Coordination cornminee meetings



i



Training (Repairing Cli Senming etc.)



As metioned earlier. for DIC, training is only one input in its action prognl~li~ile They are also charged with the responsibility of pro\jiding all the necessary asslstallcc. inputs 2nd encouragement for tlie small scale, tiny and village industries under one roof. Check Your Progress 4



,



Answer following questions in given space. 1)



'What are approaches and methods used in Rural Industries Extension'?



..........................................................................................................................................................



2)



Breifly explain extension work of District Industries Centge.



3.6



1



.



Types of Rural Extension



HEALTH EXTENSION



The strategy of Primary Health Care (PHC) for Health For All (HFA), in conjunction with the Minimum Needs Programme (MNP) and other welfare interventions continues to aim at achieving the twin-objective of preventive health care and promotive care alongside hrative care (PHC in India : 1989). As a result, significant achievements have been recorded in controlling/eradicating dreadhl diseases as is reflected by decreased death and morbidity rates and increased health status (HIS:1993). However, objective asessments of the outlined interventions show that the returns ark not commensurate with %e human, material and financial inputs. Consequently, current heqlth status is less than satisfactory, particularly in rural areas (NHP : 1989). It is in this above context, that rigorous and usable health extension system and services becomes critically important both for assessing and meeting the health needs of the people and achievement of the larger objectives and goals of health.



3.6.1 Health Extension set up at the Black Level The health extension set up at the block level consists of trained birth atteddents, who work under village health guides who inturn are supervised by health workers. There are then heahh assistants under Block extension educators. This is supported by public health centre1 dispensaries & hospitals as shown in the diagram below:



Diagram 1: Block Level Extention Set-up and flow



.



Extension: Concept, Philosophy and Approaches



ii)



Health Planning Approach: Believes that health is essentially a product of apporpriate delivery of health service. It focuses on allocation of resources and uses-pattem of services.



iii)



Community (Health) Development Approach: Believes that community health improvements do not necessrily have to start with direct health related activities. Education and income are examples seen as efforts to contribute to health improvement alongside health education, sanitation, etc. It relies on a decision-making process Which focuses on Community and not planners needs. community initiatives are envisaged, under this approach.



Ideally, and from a pragmatic viewpoint, the third approach, viz., Community (Health) Development Approach (CHDA) holds great promise. It revolves around five major issues, namely, the role of health services; views about community participation; role and training of extension staff; evaluation of programmes, and financial support. The CHDA is a means by which individualslgroups can learn to develop their inherent potential through the extension intervention. Also, while it considers these services as a tool for educating people to participate not just in health but total development of cornrnuntiy (an essential goal of Primary Health Care for Health for All), it also aims at developing a health care systcm which is based on 'felt needs' and 'self-reliance'. Community participation is regarded as the 'Heart of Primary Health Care' and has been identified as a key element of community health programmes. However, the critical question is as to why participation? Who participates? and how to participate? These questions have to be understand by the extension workers and they also form bases for community health. They need to be aritculated Wher, elaborated and practiced. Extension workers have a crucial and demanding role in this regard as much as the users of perspective of community health and what is required to make it meaningll and sustainable.



3.6.3



Extension Strategies



A variety of strategies and ChamelsIMedia are available to ensure timely and cost-effective health communication and practices to the community, depending on the socio-economic situation, ayailability of manpower and other resources. One may choose fiom the following illustrative extension strategy: OKJEtYIvl%



EXTENSION METHOD



THRUST OF MESSAGE



Create awareness



Inter-personal communication, Radio, TV, Newspaper Posters, Wall paintings, Folk arts, Drama, Puppetry



Basic information about health and family welfare programmes to the people



Develop skills in a health practice



Demonstration of kits or equipments or models by workers



How to prepare ORT or supplementary food for children or other similar health care practices



Develop group support for health practice



Film strips, films demonstrations/ video showslflash cards demonstrationlfocus group discussions PRA (Participatory Rural Appraisal)



Need and importance of a health practice including its advantages and limitations



Clarify doubt$ about a health practice



Assembling satisfied clients, Group/focus discussion, Resource Person Discussion, Sharing workers experience



Anticipated complaints and how :9 avoid them while adopting a Family Planning MethodMealth practice



b



Follow-up



Home visits for Treatment of minor ailments and referral support



Do's and do not's in a healthlfamily welfare practice



3.6.4 Crucial Determinants



Types of Rural E x t e ~ ~ s i o n



Some important factors that can determine your priorities, tasks, roles and functions include: Clear understanding of the existing morbidity and health service utilization patterns in the service area. Imaginative and useful integration of preventive, pronlotive, curative and rehabilitative health care programmes and services. Functional intra and inter-sectoral coordination fot visible improvements in programme implementation. You also need to execute the following activities rigbrously: (a) promotion of community repport and community organisation, (b) preparation of MCWCSSM target lists, (c) organisation of household or communtiy meetings to make people aware of disease prevention, (d) health education, (e) provide basic information on health, well-being and disease, (f) create awareness regarding health and disease and the interplay of social customs and traditions, cultural beliefs and practices and economic factors in the context of people, health, disease and well-being, (g) propagation of innovations and facilitate adoption of cost and time-effective health practices, (h) facilitation of epcx-hmiological monitoring. -
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-



Answer following questions in given space. 1)



What are various approaches to health extension as advocated by Rifkin?



2)



Discuss crucial determinants of health extension.



3.7 '



EDUCATION EXTENSION



We are attemping here to gain an understanding of the meaning of education extension and its scope. In this context, it is necessary to understand to make a distinction between concepts of education and extension. We apply the term education to all.the efforts at the transmission of knowledge, skills and understanding of all the activities of life. It is used more in the context of transmission of knowledge and culture other than through the family and nighbourhood environment. Education is a generic and very comprehensive concept which includes extension efforts also. By and large, it is more related, in the common parlance to learning processes through the educational institutions such as the schools, colleges and universities, though some'of the universities may devote their entire educational effort through the extension process only. As far as concept of extension is concerned we consider extension as a specialised process of education addressed to specific adult groups in an informal simtion.



Este~lsion: Corcept, Pl~ilusopl~yand Approaches



In a different contest, you might have learnt about the importance of education in influencing the quality of life of the people. Adoption of new ways of living and adoption of technology are.often associated with higher levels of literacy which is an essential aspect of education. The relationship between education and development are thus having a positive correlation.



3.7.1 Education and Literacy The present situation of the levels of literacy in rural India is rather not very encouraging. The overall literacy rate for the country is 65.38 per cent (2001 census). The literacy of rural people in India is much lower than the All India literacy rate. The literacy among rural females, and persons belonging to scheduled castes and scheduled tribes in most of the states of In&a present a very disn:al picture. The school going children in rural areas has improved but the gains are not very significant when we think of the enrolnleilt of girl children and children beIonging to the disadvantaged sections. The general literacy rate among the rural people partiuularIy those above 15 years being very low, many of them have not realised the impoitance of education in improving their lives.



3.7.6 Need for Educational Extension There is a need for mobillsing gredter enrolment of children particularly those of the depnved sections. There is also the need for tackling the problem of retention of children (drop out problem) particularly the girl child and child of poverty affected sections. There is also an urgent need for making the educatioilal system illore flexible so that those adults who for some or other reason, missed t h e ~ continuance r in education, restore their effort in institutions of . non-formal category. Then there is also the difficult problen~of promoting literacy among the adult Groups to become literate by linking the literacy effort with functional activities linked to employment. Thus the scope for building up awareness and acceptance of the importailce of education by the rural people is very relevant in any rural developnlent effort. In early stages of community development programmes also, educational extension received great inlportance. The block adminstration used to have education extension officers in some states who were primarily concerned with the promotion of formal, non-fornlal and literacy forms of education among the rural con~munities.Through a systematic exposure to extension methods of training and media utillsation, they used to assist the block adnlinistration in the spread of education among the rural communities. So far, we have attempted to understand the meaning of education, its relation with extension, and the scope of the education extension in mral comnlunities. In carrying out this education extension function, different methods of extension and media are utilised. We shall discuss these methods and media in detail.



3.7,3 'Methods and Media of Education Extension By now, you have learnt about the different methods of extension. An educated person is the vehicle to spread the formal education and its importance among those wl~p most co~~venient are required to be educated. He inay use the family which is a primary group, in educating the members as a means to make people understand the scope of the formal edudtion. In this context, the parent-teacher associations are excellent institutions through which education extensioa agents do commendable work They inspire the parents in mobilising the school going children for enrolment. They also help to retain the childern for continuing the education by working with the family members and persuasively convincing then1 of the need for retention. The parent-teacher association in some places have been able tu :?obilise the older age groups who would like to receive education but have been missing it due to inconvenient school hours and difficult admission procedures and lack of relevance of the education material. The extension agent works wit11 the families and the institutions such as parentteacher a$sociation in making an effort to answer these problems.



In the country, today, there have been mass campaigns for literacy. The entire community is mobilised for building up awareness for literacy. Mass media such as the TV, radio, processions, meetings, skits, street plays are some of the techniques utilised to build up awareness about the importance of literacy, mare paticularly functional literacy. These awareness building exercises have been followed by the literac classes conducted at brisk pace by the volunteers.



\



Educational institutions such as the home science colleges, national service scheme of student youth have also been following extension education methods in spreading ,the literacy, mobili\ing enrolment of children and also mobili~ingpeople in rural areas to non-formal education. The methods and media of education of a wide range are utilised in the spread of education of'different forms ultimately directed towards the development of education in all its wide range of forms. ?



3.7.4 Implications for Rural Development



Types or Rural Extension
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Extension: Concept, Philosophy and Approaches



LET US SUM UP



3.8



In this unit we have discussed ;merging concept of Rural Extension and its importance for effective hplementation of rural development programmes and schemes. It has given US a realisatioq'that in order to achieve effective rural development, one has to look at the concept of rural ejrtension in an inqgrated fashion. Various forms of Rural Extension which form an important aspect of extension intervention in rural development include Agriculture Extension, Animal Husbandary Extension, Social Forestry Extension, Rural Industries Extension, Rural Health Extension and Rural Education Extension. We have discussed all of these in detail in this Unit, An extension agent needs a full undersanding of the various concepts and forms of Rural Extension which can then be used in catalyzing rural development process. Similarly, an integrated rural development programme need to emphasize all forms of Rural Extension in order to bring about desired changes in the quality of life of the rural people. The concept of Rural Extension will have to be further developed so that it becomes an integral part of any rural development intervention.
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KEY WORDS



Education



: Transmission of knowledge and c u h r e .



Feedback strategies



: Obtaining the reactions and experiences of people to a given



message or event is called feedback. It can be obtaiqed through personal meetings or group discussion or in the form of letters or through the other media like video conferencing. Finding a suitable mechanismlmedium for the constituents bf a feedback strategy. : Involves imaginative mix of various media like the radio, TV,



Media mix



Films, folk arts alongside interpersonal communication in order to enhance the understandability of messages and adoption of recommendation.



Partiaipation



: Contributing physical andlor mental energies to a common good or community activity.



Partioipatojappraisal



: Appraising any given activity jointly by the organisers and users is calleld participatory appraisal.



Parent-Teacher association



: Institutions formed for promoting greater understanding among the parents about the educational needs of their children and other family members.



Rapport



: Building personallfriendly relations for gaining proximity, and acceptability with the users.



Socilo-economic milieu



3.10



: The mix or interplay of various social, cultural, psycholgical and economic factors like caste, language, traditions, perceptions, occupations, incomes and their consequences.
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MODEL ANSWERS



1.



Agricultural extension is a process which helps fanners to analyse the'ir present and expected future situation, to become aware of problems that arise in such an analysis and helps them acquire specific knowledge related to certain problem and its solution as per their understanding and satisfaction. It also helps to improve their own farming and decision making skills.



2



There are four Extension Education Institutes (EEI's) located in four differentregions of the country, namely, Nilokheri (Haryana), Anand (Gujarat), Rajendranagar in Andhra Pradesh and Jorhat (Assarn) for providing training to extension workers. There are also eight Trainers Training Centres (TTC's) and subject matter specialists located in different states for the purpose of training of the extension personnel.
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Animal Husbandry Extension means, the informal continuous educational approach followed to improve the livestock management knowledge, skills and change of attitudes of the livestock management owners towards scientific practices in order to improve both productivity and employment generation in rural areas.



2.



The different forms of group contact methods in Animal Husbandry include (i) General village meetings (ii) Demonstration (iii) Off-campus training programmes (iii) Organised tours (iv) Calf rally (v) Fertility treatment campus (vi) Milk yield competitions (vii) Farmers question-answer sessions. These contact methods are most frequently used in livestock developmefit. They have a comparative advantage over individual methocls because the ratio of livestock extension worker to the number of beneficiaries is far more compared to crop extension. Therefore, extension agency mostly depend on group contact method.



1.



Social forestry implies an afforestation activity on people's land..;lt also implies suggesting various kinds of tree cultivation options in different categories of available land, motivating people to take up plantation activities, and finally creating an institutional structure to take care of their protection, managemerrt and distribution of benefits. Sin& social forestry extension techniques have to be divergent in their patterns and approach, the various extension approaches used fall in three following broad categories : i)



Individual based extension



ni Group based extension



iiii Mass media utilization



The main constraints for effective implementation of social forestry programmes include: absence of well equipped extension network; inadequate technological packages for varied socio-economic and ago-ecological situations; iii) poor response from local institutions; iv) inadequate training to extension personnel and v) lack of motivation of the local community towards needs and utilities of raising tree crops i) ii)



Types of Rural Extension
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Extension: Concept, Philosophy and Approaches



Check Your Progress 4 The approaches/methods and stages at which they are used are as under:



1.



I



Stages



* *



.



getting attention arousing interest



.



meetings, slogans, radio talks committee meetings, study tour, demonstration



* developing conviction



individual contact, publicity results etc.



*



creating desire



study tour, implant visits, publicity through samples, posters, etc.



*



aiding adoption



pave way for adoption, personal interests



* sustain satisfaction 3.



MethdActivity



providing more information-on the same practice



The extension work of District Industries Centre caters to all requirements in training, technology, infrastructure and all other support services. It includes: i)



Create awareness about enterpreneurship development programmes



i



Training artisans in new methods of production and use of new tools



.



iii) Organize other services which among others include allotment of land or shed in industrial estate, facilitating availability of land and raw material and its procurement, operating assistance programm'es of the Government like subsidy. Check Your Progress 5 1.



According to Ritkin following three major approaches to health extension are widely prevalent, either indhridually or severally (i) Medical Approach which looks at health as the absence of disease brought about by medical interventions (ii) Health Planning Approach Which believes health is essqtially aproduct of appropriate delivery of health . services and (iii) Community (Heal$) Development Approach, which b'elieves that community health improvements do ifot necessarily have to start with direct health related activities.



2 The crucial determination of health extension include : i)



clear understanding of the existing morbidity and health service utilization patterns in the service area;



iii



imaginative and useful integration of preventive, promotive, curative and rehabilitative health care 'programmes and services; and



iiii functional intra and inter-sectoral coordination for yisible improvements in programme implementation.



I



educational institutions such as schools, colleges and universities. As far as concept bf



, ,



-



2 f i e education extension has positive implications on rural de
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